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Re-envisioning Boardroom AV
for Present & Future
by Elton Noronha

A boardroom installation by Enovec.

An in-depth look at how boardrooms have persisted as an integral constituent of an organization’s corporate
identity; with industry experts sharing their take on the key role that state-of-the-art AV technologies play in
empowering such spaces to keep up with an ever-evolving business ecospace.
There’s no denying that the pandemic has dramatically

work culture. With time though, these seismic shifts

altered the corporate landscape in the past 22 months

in the working environment did usher in a wave of

or so, forcing several businesses across the world to

digital transformation which helped some companies

overhaul their strategic operations in an attempt to
wade through this period of high uncertainty.

others (who were slower to respond) were left reeling
under the effects of trying to keep up with the rapidly

As consumers moved online for every little day-to-

changing landscape.

day detail – be it making purchases of essentials
While a majority of organizations around the
businesses witnessed a paradigm shift in work culture,

world have accepted the importance of digital

as a vast majority of employees across strata began

transformation as a key engine of economic
sustenance (and future growth!); this realization

is described as a rather forced adoption of remote
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to reassess their digital capabilities, especially

activities that help the organization work towards its

within their existing physical workspaces. Efforts

goals. Since boardrooms have usually been reserved

ensued to better align with the mantra of ‘people,

to discuss, share and display important data and

process, and technology’ that became increasingly

information with the purpose of enabling quick and

central to an organization’s strategic development.

inclusive decision making – it has been found that

And many companies understood that continual

well-equipped and impressive boardrooms have

dependence on legacy technologies, in addition to
on clients, especially in scenarios that involve
capabilities proved to be some of the greatest barriers
in holding their organization back from experiencing

any other important decisions that may impact the
organization in some critical way or the other.

With the corporate landscape subjected to a radical

Carrying on with the legacy but through the leveraging

transformation thanks to the pandemic, and the

of modern-day technologies – boardrooms these

realization that technology has come to a level where

days are designed to be aesthetically appealing to

it can augment human ability better than ever before –

the senses yet more than adequately functional to

companies displayed a sense of urgency in equipping

drive success. Such spaces are expected to foster

their workspaces with the latest technological
systems that would afford employers the capacity

and encourage collaboration by equipping the space

to leverage the digital realm in a manner that

with the kind of tools and technologies that afford

enhances communication and collaboration, sustains

stakeholders the capacity to communicate effectively

productivity, and upholds compliance to optimum

and implement key business decisions swiftly.

levels. These spaces included meeting rooms,
conference rooms, training rooms, common areas, and
of course, the all-important boardroom. And in doing
so, the idea was to equip their physical workspaces in

Safety considerations
Whether the case at hand is that of overhauling an
existing under-utilized boardroom or designing and

work environment akin to the remote work culture that

commissioning a completely new one from scratch –

everyone has gotten so comfortable with.

architects and consultants assure that their approach
towards the project focuses on delivering a space that

All-important among the list of aforementioned

encourages productive working and one that can be

spaces – the boardroom in particular is a space
that most corporates have always looked to with the
greatest level of care and attention to detail. As the

The single most critical factor in today’s corporate

place that hosts the company’s board of directors,

scenario is that of safety. And with the more

shareholders and other key decision making personnel

widespread adoption of remote and hybrid work

– boardrooms have, traditionally, been viewed as a

scenarios – boardrooms now-a-days are designed

metaphorical statement of authority and a space that
usually acts as a clear indicator of an organization’s

meetings, but also maximize the power of technology

approach to meetings and other such collaborative
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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remain involved in every aspect of the business via the

sensitive over common areas that could contribute

digital realm.

to virus-spreading such as touch screens, keypads,
microphones etc. This brings us to the aspect where

With the pandemic undoubtedly ushering in a new

effective wireless technology is heavily adopted to

focus on Safe Management Measures (SMM) –

reduce touch surface area. For example, a single

which has now become a matter of strict adherence

touchpoint start-meeting technology compared to

and compliance rather than a mere precaution

the traditional cable plugging ideology. Also, the use

– corporates have been forced to abide by this

of ceiling mounted microphones, as it is superbly

of the number of individuals permitted within an

clear voices. In general, “contactless” has become a
revolving topic especially in boardrooms where the

permitted within a boardroom. Therefore, boardroom

highest authority members within the organization

designs today understandably stress on having the

would be occupying the space

space equipped adequately with measures that offer
optimum safety value to all participants present within
the room.

AV systems bringing together a
seamless experience
Robust design and programming, reliable wireless
connectivity, room automation & control, access to
full control over different aspects of the meeting /
meeting room through one’s own electronic device,
diagnostics and support capabilities to reduce the risk
of downtime and safeguard business-critical areas,
have all become the cornerstones of what comprise
work-critical technologies within the boardroom today.
Reliable technologies in the boardroom have become
paramount today; and capabilities such as occupancy
sensors, conference scheduling and wireless source

Andrew G Tan, CTS, Business Director of Enovec
Pte Ltd explains, “The reduced number of people
communication is no longer as straightforward as
having a face-to-face in-person conversation with
each other. Rather, a medium is needed now. With
introduced to the boardroom is the inclusion of
professional technologies like video conferencing.
With the intrusive virus, people are starting to get more
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM

selection have become crucial to ensuring a seamless
and safe meeting experience.
Owing to this, most boardrooms today share in
common certain key attributes such as room
control systems (which simplify the management
of meetings and devices with intuitive room control
systems), room booking systems (which allows
users to make reservations and sync room bookings
to online calendars), wireless system solutions for
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consideration is often taken to ensure
that all the cabling is hidden away from
view and in some cases, there’s even
an addition of custom-built technology
housing to keep overall look of the room
professional, minimalistic and on-point.
Elaborating on some of the key
considerations taken into account
while designing tailored AV systems for
boardrooms, Andrew explains, “First
Room control.

agenda would be to decide on the
application or the usage of the boardroom – physical

presentations etc (that ensure quick, intuitive and

meetings, remote participants, streaming purpose

secure content sharing for meeting spaces) and

etc. Considering the furniture elements as the base

most pertinent of all – the latest video conferencing

to a boardroom, systems are designed to create

capabilities (that connect dispersed teams through

a ‘technology-aided room’, where at the very least,

effective video collaboration and conferencing

video conferencing has been an integral part. The

systems).

second consideration is the acoustics of the room.
To every AV space, the acoustics is a valuable tool
yet a conveniently overlooked routine. Especially in
a boardroom where major decisions are made, the
reverberation cannot be massive as it hinders the

it is essential for architects, consultants and system

meeting. And with video conferencing, it becomes

designers to work together in accounting for key AV

even more crucial because if audio bounces and

system considerations during the planning stages

absorbs randomly against walls, the audio clarity and

itself; as mid-way course corrections usually prove to

listening experience could be compromised. Next in,
is the lighting of the room. With video collaboration

delays.

coming into the picture, special emphasis is stressed
upon the lighting to ensure that video collaboration

In conjunction with important considerations like

equipment used within the room is able to reproduce

the physical dimensions of the space, the type of

the individual (who is collaborating via video) in the

furniture to be used and its proposed layout, natural

best light. Hence most rooms use brightly lit cool

light sources, HVAC schematics etc – architects,

white or daylight temperature environments. And

consultants and system designers usually take into

while on the topic of video conferencing itself – the

account the total number of electrical power points

display screens being deployed are of paramount

and their exact locations within the room that would

importance. With the environment wisely allocated, the

be needed to support IT equipment like computers,

display size would be easily worked out as it is just a

laptops etc, and AV equipment like projectors, display

medium or as we call it ‘a peripheral’ to support video

screens, lighting, and sound systems. Special care and

conferencing and for remote participants viewing.
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Projectors cover a larger view and are considered
Enovec constantly look at implementing AV systems
not just based on the current pandemic situation but

depending on inherent luminosity of the projector

also for when the situation is effectively mitigated.

(projectors at different price points offer different

We focus on bringing together rooms that are useful

luminosity output), the amount of ambient light in the

for a long time, as we understand how expensive and

room can prove to be an issue. Flat screens, which are

time consuming it is to have to overhaul an existing

typically LED these days, are often much brighter than

boardroom facility.”

projectors, and therefore their output performance and
viewing experience offered, are less affected by light in

Display considerations

the room.

Taking cue from Andrew’s comment, it is undeniable

Irrespective of what you choose, the size of the

that display screens have assertively emerged as a
key primary consideration when it comes to the actual
AV system that is set to adorn the boardroom. With
video conferencing emerging as one of the primary
functional capabilities within the corporate scenario

display is usually found to be directly proportional
to the size of the room, and depends heavily on the
of the room. Larger rooms will need a larger display
so everyone can see clearly - especially when looking

- the two basic types of displays preferred for video

at numbers on an Excel spreadsheet or a detailed

each with their own merits. The design team usually

audience should be 1.5 times the width of the screen

decides which one works best depending on the
physical space and dimensions of the room and the

PowerPoint presentation. A general rule is that the
away. A larger number of audiences would require for
the screen width to be the total distance divided by

capacity for the video display to be used for other
applications as well.

Newline interactive display boards bundled with Logitech video conferencing solution.
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It is also common to see multiple screens in modernday rooms, which allows presenters to use video

communication improving with hands-on collaboration

equipment for the presentation, as well as dedicating

irrespective of location – whether in-person, on via

a screen for the video conference. Some scenarios

phone call, or video. With the right tools, everyone can
contribute qualitatively to a positive work environment.

conference setup, where a particular number of

With the sharing and in-take of information via visual

screens are on the "near" side of the room (the side of

means like videos, images, and written content,

the room where the presenter is or where the shared

coupled with fast content sharing, real-time editing,

data presentation takes place), and the others are on

and hands-on problem-solving, allowing a group to

the "far" side of the room (closer to the audience).
like email or written reports – these functions need
access to an embedded whiteboard, annotation tools,
is always important to consider video displays as an

and content sharing to engage in their work. A clear 4K

investment, simply because by choosing a high quality

display that supports screen-casting and annotating,

screen at the onset, clients will be better prepared for

contributes to a heightened collaborative experience

advancements in the future, and the installed video

that help foster new ideas and build internal

displays can be more easily adapted to upgrades. This

relationships. Plus, the ability to view the display at

will ultimately save the client not just money but also

any angle up to 178-degrees allows the 4K display

crucial time in commissioning upgrades.

to be seen more clearly from wider angles in bigger
rooms; which when coupled with accurate touch
sensitivity, leads to a highly responsive, lag-free writing
experience. Such display tools to exhibit and express
ideas reduces meeting confusion, and saves crucial
time with connecting devices, long discussions, and
displays come with all of the aforementioned features
that allow for a seamless collaborative experience
between stakeholders in remote locations with those
within the boardroom. Plus, our products are designed
with longevity and foresight in mind – allowing for
compatibility with possible developments in future
technologies – thereby securing your investment well
into the future, while contributing to a highly productive

Explaining this aspect, Steven FC, Sales Director

work environment in the present.”

Newline Interactive details, “Corporates have realized
the multitude of value that video conferencing
brings to the table – with cost savings, ease of
reconciliation, less travel time, and reduction of
pollution generated by means of transport being just
some of the advantages. The new era of corporate

Audio considerations
Another extremely crucial consideration for the
boardroom AV system is that of the audio equipment
– which in today’s world has come to comprise more
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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Ceiling microphones offer quality voice pick-up and touchless operation. Photo courtesy of Sennheiser.

than just simple speakers and microphones use with
computers. With space and ambient noise greatly

more sensitive, and as long as they’re positioned

impacting sound quality in video conferencing - poor

appropriately within the room, they will be able to

audio equipment, especially in a room not designed
well for video conferencing (read lack of sound

maintaining high quality pickup. This is particularly
crucial for larger rooms where several inputs may be
needed to cover the entire space, in which case ceiling

straining to pick up the conversation.

or wall-mounted microphones can be used to ensure
everyone can be heard no matter where they are in

Using sound-absorbing materials within the room

the room. This can also prevent people from moving

can greatly reduce echoes and reverberations. While

microphones during the meeting, which can cause

every client might not want to layer foam on the walls

reverberation or squawking; in addition to the current

of the boardroom, it is still prudent to incorporate

‘touch safety’ concerns. As a general rule, microphones

quality carpeting, heavy drapes on the windows, and

would not be placed near the speakers, as since this

fabric wall coverings – all of which will help absorb the

can also cause the dissonance of unwanted feedback.

sound rather than bounce it back. Rooms designed in
such a manner have proven to actually save clients a

Petteri Murto, Vice President, Sales, Business

good chunk of investment into additional equipment to

Communications, Sennheiser Electronic Asia Pte

compensate for inadequacies, while making the overall

Ltd offers an insight as he shares, “In an important

aural experience a lot better.

meeting, nothing is more crucial than ensuring there
is excellent and uninterrupted voice pickup as well

Coming to the audio products itself – to meet with the
demands of today’s video-conferencing needs, audio
equipment manufacturers offer microphones that are
WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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system, and easy to integrate.”

Room Based Meeting (RBM) & Bring
Your Own Meeting (BYOM)

keeping this aspect in mind. With the pandemic,
there is also now a huge emphasis on hygiene,
wherein customers today look for touchless audio
solutions that enable social distancing and minimize
on audio quality. A minimalist audio solution that can

Bring Your Own Meeting.

sit neatly within a clutter-free boardroom without
messy tangled cables is extremely crucial in such

Collaboration (UC) sphere have narrowed down on

situations. And with the need for intuitive and easy to

RBM systems as the preferred functional platform,

use audio solutions being a key determining factor in

owing to the fact that these systems can be integrated

adoptability - plug-and-play systems that empower

by the client’s in-house IT team and operated with

users and reduce reliance on IT support have now

great ease thanks to their “pre-packaged” user

become essential. Fuss free installation and seamless

interface that incorporates the client’s chosen UC

integration with other solutions are also important
considerations, as it ensures a shorter downtime and

Currently though, the compromise with such systems

doesn’t limit customers to any single UC environment.

is that they are often limited to the feature-set that the

These are the reasons why we have seen a huge
increase in demand for the Team Connect Ceiling

decide on their preferred primary UC platform without

2 (TCC2) – Sennheiser’s ceiling microphone with

too many customization options they may need from

TruVoicelift, an industry leader for conferencing and

an AV-enabled space. The advantage to this approach,

in-room audio solution for medium-sized and large

however, is that whenever a new update or patch or

rooms. The adaptive beamforming technology and

release is introduced by the UC software, the end user
is certain to receive the latest updates and all related

intelligibility in the boardroom, allowing participants

support. Opting for a custom solution in this regard,

freedom of movement and the ability to be heard

would mean relying on the systems integrator for

clearly from every corner of the room. It is also easy

updates and maintenance.

WWW. SYSTEMSINTEGRATION ASIA.COM
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With visitors and clients carrying important data and
information for meetings on their own devices, there
is always a need to connect the room’s display device
seamlessly to their device whether it’s a tablet, laptop
or smartphone. This essentially summarizes the Bring
You Own Meeting (BYOM) fundamental, wherein most
boardrooms are equipped with displays that sport
wireless functionality to stream data from mobile
devices using wireless HDMI devices and dongles.
RBM systems also support the ability to Bring Your
Own Meeting (BYOM) to the room, to a particular
degree, in that clients can choose to purchase an
ongoing “Interop” license which essentially affords the
ability to connect disparate UC platforms in the same

LG’s Direct View LED. Photo courtesy of LG Electronics.

RBM system, or they may choose to go with a custom

ready to enter the indoors, with current day dvLEDs

BYOM room which has to ability to interface with any

boasting smaller pixel pitches and seamless image

UC platform. Alternatively, clients may also choose to

reproduction even when viewed closely. Additionally,
the large surface area of dvLEDs affords the feeling

and allow the software itself to parse incoming

of an actual face-to-face interaction rather than a

meeting invites from other UC platforms. This however

traditional video conference feel. This aspect, when

comes with its own set of challenges and limitations

combined with other advantages like ultra-long shelf

as certain platforms may not afford compatibility and

life, modular expandability and higher accuracy in

interoperability with each other. Finally, clients may opt

colour reproduction irrespective of prevailing room

for a primary UC platform with hardware that enables

lighting conditions – makes dvLEDs extremely

plug-and-play to switch from a RBM to a BYOM.

pertinent for boardroom use.

Having said that, it is forecasted that the roadblock
of interoperability and compatibility between all UC

Andrew throws more light on the topic as he informs,

software platforms will be non-existent in the future

“The good news is that dvLEDs are no longer as niche

through software updates that will allow for better

as it used to be, which means that prices have been

collaboration between users of all platforms.

reducing. That being said, there are only a handful of

The next big thing in technology for
boardrooms

options available currently that are designed to suit
boardrooms. If you are looking for 120” display for
your boardroom, you might as well consider a dvLED.
Together with appropriate content to be displayed

While it isn’t a new technology by any means, Direct

on the screen, supported by a full ecosystem of

Viewing LED (dvLED) is thought of to be inevitable

professional AV equipment; having a dvLED in your

within boardroom settings. The technology is currently

boardroom can bring about a highly conducive

seen in important town squares, etc where ultra-large

and immersive experience for all participants.

format LED screens display advertisements. With

Plus, considering the fact that boardrooms were

the apparent evolution in this technology, it is now

originally conceptualized as an important aspect
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of an organization’s marketing structure, having a
precise dvLED setup that displays your corporate
portraying the company’s state of the art progression.
All aspects in tow, as an SI, it is still our duty to remind
that when display canvas or real estate gets bigger and
out of conventional resolutions, video processors and
presentation software need to be carefully selected
to ensure smooth and safe continual operation. Many
times, companies select technology based on what

Virtual Reality.

they feel is right at that moment, which is not wrong,

Additionally, as the technology stands right now,

but it is always advisable to consult industry experts

individuals would be represented by an avatar in the

to make the best out of the solution else, it would turn

virtual world, which means that there’s the element

into a white elephant; a very expensive piece of art

of a need for crucial adjustments in order to ensure

than a functional piece of technology.”

accurate representation of an individual’s identity
behind the avatar. When thought about it from a

VR & Hologram technologies in the
boardroom
Virtual Reality (VR) and Hologram technologies has
provided an outlet for audiences to engage in more
immersive experiences – especially in application
segments like gaming and movies. That being said, as
intriguing as it looks, there is a mountain of science
that works quietly behind the scenes to make it work.
Owing to the sheer complexity in the inner-workings
of these technologies and no real means to simplify
it, especially in the near future, experts believe it is
unlikely that these technologies will make their way
into the boardroom setting.
Andrew elaborates on this, saying, “VR requires
Head Mounted Displays (HMD) worn by users to
immerse themselves into the virtual world. This
would be a huge consideration for senior executives
to embrace and adopt. Besides, not everyone is
exempted from motion and visual sickness – so
there’s also an element of health and safety involved.

security standpoint – this does constitute a concern
rather than a boon, especially since boardrooms
involve discussion of crucial information sensitive
to an organization’s sustenance. On the other hand,
though holograms undeniably invoke a ‘wow’ reaction
while making an emphatic technology statement, the
complexity of illuminating a hologram goes through
process that involves rigorous installation and a
bunch of complicated technology integration. The
cost to set up individual capture stations would be
extremely costly and even if cost isn’t a concern –
setting up such a system would require a large area.
That being said VR and Hologram technology do have
the potential for the distant future, but will entail an
and functionality for it to become a feasible idea for
boardrooms.”
Enovec
Newline Interactive
Sennheiser
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JAPAN

Katsushika Symphony Hills UpgradesTwo
Performance Halls with L-Acoustics K Series
Audience treated to pristine sound in both halls

FACTFILE

Located in the east end of the Tokyo metropolis,

Project Name: Katsushika Symphony Hills Cultural

centre serves the ward with a range of cultural

Centre
Project Location: Tokyo, Japan
Project Segment: Performing Arts
Project AV Highlight:
easy-to-use system that could reinforce sound with
clarity for the various types of content in the halls
Project AV Brands: L-Acoustics
Equipment Supplier: Bestec Audio
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opened in 1992, Katsushika Symphony Hills cultural
programmes. The centre consists of two halls. The
main 1,318-seat Mozart Hall, which was named in
honour of the ward’s friendship city agreement with
the Floridsdorf district of Vienna. The hall boasts
some of the best acoustics among Japan’s numerous
concert halls. Its smaller companion, the 298-seat
Katsushika ward. Both spaces offer classical and pop
music concerts by Japanese and international artists.
Along with dance, theatrical and art performances, the
centre also offers a diverse range of events for people
of all ages since its opening in 1992.

